
Product description:

Housing made of antistatic, impact-resistant ABS-plastic, shiny white. Single-
handed push mechanism.

Packaging unit:

1 piece Art.-No. 4110400550

Field of application | use:

The LUNA 2.0 showerMAID dispenser provides with 5 products a complete
body care system: hand soap, hair and body shampoo and a body lotion. The
refill bottle is easily changeable. The function of the dispenser and the quality of
the contents are maintained in the event of water contact or prolonged service
life. A consistent portion of showerMAID Lotion is applied every time the front
button is pressed.

Dimensions:

H x W x D: 23 x 7.8 x 10 cm

Installation:

Fitting is carried out by means of a mounting plate screwed to the wall (2
screws). Installation in shower: Recommended user height at approx. 1,300 mm
from bottom edge of dispenser to floor. Installation near bath tub: Mounting for
bath tubs: minimum 100 mm distance between lower edge of dispenser and
edge of tub.
Mounting for wash basins: min. 150 mm below the mirror and 80-100 mm dis-
tance between lower edge of dispenser and washbasins.

Product name: LUNA 2.0 showerMAID [white]
Product range: washroomHYGIENE
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Refills:

each 24 x 215 ml

showerMAID hair&BODY fresh Art.-No. 4110709436
showerMAID hair&BODY asia Art.-No. 4110709136
showerMAID handSOAP rose Art.-No. 4110709536
showerMAID hand&bodyLOTION white
pearl

Art.-No. 4110709236

showerMAID hair&BODY lemongrass
sensitive

Art.-No. 4110709336

Product recommendation:

Complementary products for the perfect equipped lavatory: LUNA 2.0 paper-
BOY, LUNA 2.0 sanitaryBAG, LUNA 2.0 multiBOX and LUNA 2.0 wasteBOX S

Euro pallet:

1120 pieces
Selling unit:

Piece
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